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Division 10: State Development, $99 378 000 � 
Mr J.M. Francis, Chairman. 
Mr C.J. Barnett, Minister for State Development. 
Ms A. Nolan, Director General. 
Mrs G. McGowan, Acting Deputy Director General. 
Mr M. James, Acting Director. 
Mr M. Banaszczyk, Executive Director, Department of Mines and Petroleum. 
Mr J. Hawke, Chief Financial Officer, Department of Mines and Petroleum. 
Mr R. May, Deputy Chief of Staff, Office of the Premier. 

The CHAIRMAN: This estimates committee will be reported by Hansard. The daily proof Hansard will be 
published by 9.00 am tomorrow.  

The estimates committee�s consideration of the estimates will be restricted to discussion of those items for which 
a vote of money is proposed in the consolidated account. This is the prime focus of the committee. Although 
there is scope for members to examine many matters, questions need to be clearly related to a page number, 
item, program, or amount within the volumes. For example, members are free to pursue performance indicators 
that are included in the budget statements while there remains a clear link between the questions and the 
estimates. It is the intention of the Chairman to ensure that as many questions as possible are asked and answered 
and that both questions and answers are short and to the point. 

The minister may agree to provide supplementary information to the committee, rather than asking that the 
question be put on notice for the next sitting week. For the purpose of following up the provision of this 
information, I ask the minister to clearly indicate to the committee which supplementary information he agrees to 
provide and I will then allocate a reference number. If supplementary information is to be provided, I seek the 
minister�s cooperation in ensuring that it is delivered to the committee clerk by Friday, 5 June 2009, so that 
members may read it before the report and third reading stages. If the supplementary information cannot be 
provided within that time, written advice is required of the day by which the information will be made available. 
Details in relation to supplementary information have been provided to both members and advisers and 
accordingly I ask the minister to cooperate with those requirements.  

I caution members that if the minister asks that a matter be put on notice, it is up to the member to lodge the 
question on notice with the Clerk�s office. Only supplementary information that the minister agrees to provide 
will be sought by Friday, 5 June 2009. It will also greatly assist Hansard if, when referring to the program 
statements volumes or the consolidated account estimates, members give the page number, item, program and 
amount in preface to their question. 

May I add that I will not be allowing questions by way of interjection. I ask that all questions from members 
from both sides be directed through the chair and that questions to advisers be directed to the minister.  

I now ask the minister to introduce his advisers to the committee. 

[Witnesses introduced.] 

The CHAIRMAN: Member for Rockingham. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The last dot point on page 151 refers to the government�s overseas office network, which 
facilitates trade and investment and so forth. Naturally, it is an important component of our economic future. I 
refer now to the three per cent efficiency dividend on page 150. My question is obvious. I will go through each 
of the programs individually. The savings from the Malaysian international office is $45 000. What does that 
mean for the office? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Some savings and changes were made in the international offices. There was a small 
cutback to the budget of the Malaysian office, which looks after our interests in Malaysia and Singapore, and the 
contract positions in Thailand and Taiwan have been discontinued. I refer to the director general to comment on 
the specifics of the $45 000. 

Ms A. Nolan: The $45 000 for the year 2008-09 was for the Malaysian international office. The initiative 
regarding biotechnology promotion was ceased. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I will investigate each of these efficiency dividends and find out what it means for each 
office. Do we continue to have a presence at that office? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes. 
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Mr M. McGOWAN: Is it correct that there is no longer an effort to promote biotechnology in Malaysia? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I would not say that. The program is not continuing. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: With regard to the Taiwan, Thailand and Hong Kong Austrade funding, I understood that 
a joint arrangement�it is a commonwealth facility�allowed us to participate as a representative in each of 
those marketplaces. Does this mean we no longer have that presence? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: That is my understanding. Those offices no longer exist. We work through the 
commonwealth and also provide services through the Shanghai operation. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: To clarify that, the commonwealth will continue to have an office and therefore a presence 
in Taiwan, Thailand and Hong Kong, yet we will no longer have a presence in those offices? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will ask the director general to comment but she has told me that we have not had a 
direct presence there. 

Ms A. Nolan: We use the Austrade services in Taiwan, Thailand and Hong Kong, in the main. Our contracts 
with Austrade ceased and, as a consequence, we have an arrangement whereby we can deal with the Austrade 
offices in those locations on an ad hoc basis. Similarly, we deal directly with any inquiries through our Shanghai 
office, so we do not impact on service delivery.  

Mr M. McGOWAN: There is obviously a saving in the Zhejiang Province sister-state activities and programs. 
What does that saving mean for our presence in our sister state? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The sister-state relationship with Zhejiang Province is good. As the member is aware, 
some link-ups have been done through the Hyogo prefecture sister-state relationship between WA and Zhejiang. 
I will visit Zhejiang very shortly. I do not think the cost savings will have a substantial implication for the 
program. It is a good relationship that is growing. As these relationships are meant to, it is growing through 
public and private institutions. The role of government is to be the sponsor of a growing and wider relationship. I 
will hand it to the director general if she would like to add a further comment. 

Ms A. Nolan: It is a fairly minimal reduction and we will continue to investigate the scope and range of 
activities that we provide in that sister-state relationship over the next three or four years. At this stage, we do 
not have any specific programs we want to reduce. Recently, we reviewed the English language competition. 
That is the only program that we have focused on to date. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Obviously, the amount of money that is being saved would have more value in China than 
it would here. Does the minister not expect there to be a reduction in the services provided, even though we have 
reduced the amount of money allocated? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Not in the major functions. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: What was that money paying for exactly? That goes for each of the other offices. What 
was the money that was removed being used for?  

[2.10 pm] 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The member should not assume that everything stops. We would expect the representative 
person in charge to be able to manage his or her budget well and to do what is relevant for now. I do not know 
whether we can put a specific link to a role. 

Ms A. Nolan: Many of these budget allocations, with the exception of the English language competition, which I 
mentioned specifically, were allocations to investigate options into the future rather than specific programs that 
have been cut, so we did some minor pruning to that allocation to ensure that there was a minimal reduction in 
actual services provided. It was carried out in the general allocation of funding; no specific programs were 
involved.  

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I refer to the seventh dot point on page 151. How is WA engaging with China to build 
trade and investment in the future?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The growth of modern China has been the driving force of the Western Australian 
economy over the past 15 years. It accelerated very quickly. Although China�s growth has slowed, it has not 
slowed to the very negative rates of many of the developed countries. It is probably still growing at six or seven 
per cent. I have not been to China for some time. I will go to China during the recess�that will provide an 
interesting snapshot in history�to get a new perspective. An important development is taking place. I now see a 
maturing relationship with China through its buying not only iron ore and natural gas, but perhaps also a wider 
range of minerals. Also, China is now achieving what Japan had previously achieved; that is, long-term stable 
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shareholdings in projects. The department and I have spent a fair bit of time trying to ensure that China becomes 
a full participant in the Oakajee development, for example. It is important that it be a truly Australian, Japanese 
and Chinese project. I expect that China is already showing an increasing involvement in the upstream petroleum 
sector. I would expect the Chinese to become foundation customers and investors in some of the liquefied 
natural gas projects. We are seeing a very rapid maturing. Our future will depend very greatly on the future of 
modern China.  

Dr M.D. NAHAN: I refer to the fourth dot point on the same page. Does the minister think BHP Billiton will 
continue to expand its iron ore facilities in the Pilbara? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I expect it to do so. Both BHP and Rio Tinto are pushing ahead with their mine, rail and 
associated port expansions. There has been quite a lot of discussion in the media recently about falling iron ore 
prices. In one year�2007-08�they went up about 70 per cent. I do not think anyone seriously expected that to 
be sustained. The current prices are basically in line with 2007 prices. That is why they have come down from 
that peak. The year 2007 was seen as a very good year for iron ore. The volume of iron ore exports has recovered 
and is now exceeding the level it was at before the September 2008 slump. The industry has bounced back. 
Despite reduced steel production in a major market such as Japan, where it has come from around 100 million 
tonnes to about 80 million tonnes per year, Chinese production is basically back on stream. I would expect to see 
prices start an upward trajectory next year.  

Dr M.D. NAHAN: A number of magnetite projects have been mooted, and some are being advanced. They are 
of a different magnitude in terms of facilities required, such as electricity. How does the minister see that playing 
out over the medium term?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The hematite iron ore deposits are around 58 to 62 per cent grade. I think magnetite is 
about 35 to 38 per cent. Our magnetite tends to be extremely hard, so it takes an enormous amount of energy to 
crush it to increase the iron ore content as a feedstock. Once that is done, in many respects it is a preferred 
feedstock for many of the existing steel operations. It has huge energy requirements. Magnetite projects are 
commercially more difficult to get underway. The CITIC Pacific project is the biggest of them. Most of the 
projects in the mid-west, while they are smaller mines, are magnetite oriented. I think they will always find it a 
bit harder. Clearly, the magnetite ore that people ignored for decades is now finding its place in the marketplace. 
It is a bit like when Marra Mamba ore came onto the market in the 1990s. Everyone wondered what to do with 
this funny looking yellow stuff. It found its place in the market and I suspect magnetite will do so in due course.  

Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: Can the minister advise on the progress of establishing the Collie urea project of Perdaman 
Industries and what this project will mean for the region and the state?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The Perdaman project is basically a fertiliser plant manufacturing urea. The project runs 
some risks because of the proposed carbon pollution reduction scheme. It is attempting to gain special status as a 
carbon capture project. It produces a very pure stream of carbon dioxide. I will ask whether the director general 
or one of her staff wants to comment on that. It would be a fantastic project to get underway. The member for 
Collie-Preston was involved in the early days of this project, as was, obviously, the previous government. It is 
not an easy project but it would be terrific to see it go ahead.  

Ms A. Nolan: We are working with Perdaman to facilitate that project, the first step being the establishment of 
the Shotts industrial estate. It is looking at 250 hectares of land near Collie. The Perdaman project is projected to 
cost about $3.5 billion, which is a very significant project for the community. It is looking at establishing 1 500 
jobs during the construction phase and a further 200 permanent jobs when the plant goes into production. It will 
also have the benefit of using about 2.7 million tonnes of coal per annum, which has advantages for the coal 
companies down there in generating local employment and business opportunities. We are anticipating that the 
project will commence construction mid-2010 and begin exporting at the end of 2013. The challenges of putting 
that program together are largely about land assembly and issues associated with the establishment of the park. 
Perdaman will need to go through the appropriate approvals processes. So far everything is working well in a 
challenging time frame.  

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I take the minister to the reference to the three per cent efficiency dividend on page 150 of 
the Budget Statements. I refer back to the total appropriations on page 149, which shows the 2009-10 budget 
estimate as $99.378 million. The three per cent efficiency dividend as set out on page 150 shows total savings as 
$763 000 for 2009-10 and $313 000 for the out years. I have approximated that to come to about $1.7 million 
over the four-year period. I am trying to relate it back to three per cent of the total appropriations, which is 
$100 million, which does not amount to a three per cent dividend. In fact, it comes to about half of that. About 
1.5 per cent has been achieved, not three per cent. Would the minister like to comment on that? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I can but I will ask the department to do it directly. 
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Ms A. Nolan: The three per cent efficiency dividend was applied to the Department of Industry and Resources 
as a whole prior to the establishment of the new Department of State Development. It actually applied to the 
Department of Industry and Resources and that was the allocation that came to the Department of State 
Development when it was established on 1 January. The member is correct; the maths do not necessarily follow, 
but from the holistic perspective of the Department of Industry and Resources, a three per cent efficiency 
dividend was applied.  
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: Do we have to go to the budget for the Department of Industry and Resources? 
Ms A. Nolan: There is no budget for the Department of Industry and Resources.  
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I did not quite follow the answer. 
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The point that the director general is making is that it is difficult to follow because it was 
initially applied to the Department of Industry and Resources, which has subsequently been split into three 
parts�the Department of State Development, the Department of Mines and Petroleum, and a section went off to 
the Department of Commerce. It makes it a little difficult to trace through. However, the director general can 
outline where the savings were made in her department as part of the split. 

[2.20 pm] 

Mr M. Banaszczyk: I might be able to help with an explanation. The three per cent efficiency dividend was not 
taken on the total budget of each agency. Treasury excluded certain aspects�grants and subsidies in some cases; 
it is really what was controllable by the department, which is the operating cost. The Department of Mines and 
Petroleum is providing corporate services functions to the Department of State Development. Part of the savings 
from the Department of Mines and Petroleum also relate to some of the corporate functions that have been 
provided to the Department of State Development. That is why the figures here do not exactly work out to three 
per cent from this department. That is because it is taken as a whole from what used to be the Department of 
Industry and Resources. It was done as part of the midyear review before the split took place.  

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I have not seen this in the other agencies. Here we have the three per cent efficiency 
dividend, which is stipulated at 1.7 per cent over the full years, and then under �Other� we see the Kimberley 
liquefied natural gas precinct and project-ready industrial land, with an expense shown of $1.25 million each 
year for the four years. Could the minister explain that?  

Ms A. Nolan: The �Other� is in fact a major policy decision made since the previous budget. As a consequence 
of the government�s policy decisions preceding the budget and then at budget time, we received an additional 
$4.3 million to assist in the Kimberley LNG project, and in terms of heavy-use industrial land development we 
received $1.25 million per annum over the following four years to assist us with that project-ready land. They 
are major policy decisions made by government as part of the budget and other processes. If we look at the 
previous page, we see �Major Policy Decisions�, and the range of policy decisions include election 
commitments, the three per cent efficiency dividend, and other initiatives.  

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: When we look at the budget papers, we see the three per cent, and then another expense 
after this budget was struck. Is that right?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: That is certainly part of it, yes.  

Mr M. McGOWAN: Again I go back to the last dot point on page 151 and the reference to export markets in 
developed and emerging economies and the role of trade and investment. Naturally a significant issue in Western 
Australia in terms of our trade is the government�s progression down the path of allowing the growing of 
genetically modified foods. What advice has the minister received on that? Does he intend to proceed down that 
path and will this impact on our trading markets and that sort of thing?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: It is primarily an agriculture issue rather than a state development issue, but I take the 
point that trade reps are involved. Certainly when I visited Japan in February comments were made along the 
way that Japanese consumers do not like genetically modified food products and they place a very high premium 
on quality. One of the quality criteria to Japanese consumers is GM status. I am conscious of that. However, as 
the member for Rockingham would be aware, we have allowed GM cotton to be grown in the Ord. I know that 
some people will argue there is an element of food input from that, but it is pretty minor, and we are trialling GM 
canola. From memory�maybe a farmer opposite can help me�about 70 or 80 per cent of world trade in canola 
is already GM, including much of Australia�s canola, and a lot of the non-GM canola is mixed in with the GM 
canola. Whatever anyone might think about GM, the horse has bolted on canola!  

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Is the minister or his department able to give the value of trade with Japan under the heading 
of agriculture and food?  
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Mr C.J. BARNETT: I do not know if we can do it off the top of our heads. It is an available statistic; it is not a 
great secret. Western Australia does not have as high a share of Australian food exports to Japan as we would 
hope. We are a bit below performance there. The total two-way trade is $20.4 billion in 2008. I do not have the 
food statistic here, but it would be hundreds of millions of dollars. I do not know that we get our basic 10 or 11 
per cent share of that; it is about five per cent or so. If one expected Western Australia would have, on a 
population basis, 10 per cent, we are not getting that, so there is clearly an opportunity for us to do better in 
agriculture and food exports to Japan than we are doing. I am sure if the member asked the Minister for 
Agriculture and Food, he would have that statistic on hand.  
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: I refer to note 1 on page 153, on the Ord River project. I heard the minister say this morning 
that the Department of State Development is the lead agency on that project. Can the minister confirm that that is 
the case? And what interaction exists with the Minister for Regional Development and the Department of Local 
Government and Regional Development? Can the minister also confirm the expenditure for 2009-10, on page 
153, of $246 million this year, and could I have a breakdown of that?  
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will ask the department to give the member a breakdown of the expenditure planned for 
the coming year. Work has already started on the Ord River project. In terms of lead agency status, we are 
currently looking at the governance arrangement now that the project is starting to get momentum. For all intents 
and purposes the project is being handled by the Minister for Regional Development and his agency. The 
Department of State Development has a key role; it is at least notionally a Department of State Development 
project, as it has historically been. The Department of State Development has been doing all the negotiations 
with the commonwealth and will play a significant role in coordination across various agencies.  
In a more practical sense, at the top of the structure there is jointly the Department of State Development and the 
Department of Local Government and Regional Development. In terms of implementation, the task force 
comprises the Minister for Regional Development and his agency. The Ord has always been a complex project. 
The Minister for Regional Development has the running at a ministerial level. I am involved in a supportive role. 
The Department of State Development looks at the overall structure of the project and coordination across 
agencies, in particular the relationship with the commonwealth. Currently, some work is going on to finalise the 
structure for the development stage. Ultimately, it is an agriculture project. State Development is playing a 
developmental role to see the project through construction into operation. Once it reaches that stage, basically 
State Development is out of it, and the Water Authority and Water Corporation will run the water supply and the 
farmers the farms. Therefore, it is a developmental role.  

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: I was getting a breakdown from the department. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I ask the director general to give a breakdown on expenditure. Obviously, timing is a 
factor; some work has to be done this dry season.  

Ms A. Nolan: The funding provided to the Department of State Development is in two parts. A sum of 
$195 million is coming from the commonwealth government to cover a range of health, education and training, 
housing, transport and community initiatives. The allocation of that money at the precise level is yet to be 
announced by the commonwealth. We have been working with the commonwealth and anticipate a decision 
soon. In terms of the state�s component, which is $220 million, which is capital, over the next four years, with an 
element being expended in this year, currently we are undertaking detailed project planning and estimation of the 
cost of the components. However, it would be fair to say that the vast majority of the project is associated with 
the irrigation assets that will be developed and the provision of roads into the area. Another important element of 
the package is Aboriginal economic development, which is part of the outcome from the Miriuwung-Gajerrong 
decision that preceded the Ord stage 2 development; there needs to be an appropriate package paid to those 
people. Also, obviously there will be some allowances for the environmental approvals processes, as well other 
project management costs.  

[2.30 pm] 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will just add to that. The important aspect now during the dry season is a 5.5-kilometre 
extension of the channel, and a road alongside that, to give access to the Weaber Plain area. That work needs to 
be done in this dry season to keep the whole thing in momentum, but then the more significant construction will 
follow. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: How many staff from the minister�s department and how many staff from the Department of 
Local Government and Regional Development are allocated to the project?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will ask the director general to explain the staff involvement. In state development it is 
not a large number, but that will grow as the project gets underway. 
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Ms A. Nolan: In the Department of State Development there are two full-time officers and the partial time of 
senior staff. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Does the minister have any information about the Department of Local Government and 
Regional Development? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The member would need to ask the minister. It is growing. It is about to appoint a 
director�I think that is the title being used�to manage the project on the ground. My own office has a heavy 
involvement. The project is at the stage now of ramping up, so the member will find more staff across all 
agencies. Initially, at this stage much of it is an engineering task, so the Water Corporation will be playing a 
major role in engineering design and construction of its assets. 

Mr A.J. CARPENTER: It is a large project with large expenditure. What has the minister been told about the 
anticipation of what will be grown when the ground is made available? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I would hope that we will see a diverse agricultural production. There are obviously some 
trials for the use of planting genetically modified cotton. Some comments I have heard have been that so far that 
is looking extremely promising and it is growing well. There is a lot of interest, at a commercial level, in 
sandalwood. That has been talked about. I hope the area does not become overly populated with sandalwood 
production. As the member is well aware, there is a whole range of horticultural products, such as melons, 
chickpeas and all sorts of things. I would hope that the area does not become a monoculture�if that is the point 
of the question�and that we continue to have a diverse agricultural production. That will be driven by the 
market and the demand. 

Mr A.J. CARPENTER: The reason I asked is that I used to get interesting and conflicting information about 
what would be grown. The latest information that was provided to us relating to cotton was that it was not 
economically viable. It grows well but the economic returns just do not warrant it. The sugarcane market 
collapsed. As the minister has said, sandalwood is problematic. I am wondering what the people who are 
proposing this vast expansion of the Ord are actually giving us in detail about what they will be able to grow 
there and what their expected economic return might be. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I think it is of vital interest to the ultimate development of the Ord that that will be 
determined by commercial interest. There is an extraordinary demand for people to acquire land for farming in 
the Ord. Our problem will be how we allocate the sale of limited areas. The Commonwealth Bank recently took 
an investment group there. Its interest was very high, but its main complaint was that not enough land or large 
enough blocks of land were coming on under the scheme. It will be 14 000 hectares, and then an additional 
16 000 hectares. I suspect that potential irrigation producers would wish that we were talking about another 
50 000 hectares. That will be the issue. I suggest that with the problems of the Murray-Darling river system, we 
could imagine that a lot of younger-family farmers will gravitate towards the Ord River.  

Ms A. Nolan: The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics has done some work in looking at 
the alternative crop potential of that area and reached the general conclusion that potentially viable crops are 
certainly available for that area. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I refer to the second dot point on page 151. How will the Kimberley liquefied natural gas 
precinct underpin the development of the Browse Basin gas? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The Kimberley LNG precinct has some way to go. We signed a basically in-principle 
agreement at James Price Point a few weeks ago. I compliment the department on the work it has done on that. 
There is broad agreement on the nature of the various financial packages; what will be included and who pays 
what. The issue now is with the most advanced LNG project, which is the Woodside project. Woodside is very 
enthusiastic. Some of the joint venture partners are still looking at their options. I am confident that we will see a 
decision in the next six to 12 months to proceed with an LNG development at that precinct. The state 
government certainly wants that to happen. The commonwealth government is absolutely aligned on that. The 
harsh reality is that companies have gone out there and spent hundreds of millions of dollars and found gas, 
which is great, but the sting in the tail is that if they find it, they have to develop it; otherwise they might lose it. 
There is now very strong legal and commercial pressure on those people who have found gas to bring it into 
commercial production. There is always a debate about it: some people say to bring the gas down to the Pilbara, 
for various motives. Yes, technically it could be done, but it would basically strangle the Carnarvon Basin 
developments. What infrastructure exists on the Burrup Peninsula and the potential new expansions on land 
cleared will be required to accommodate the gas discoveries, known and future, in the Carnarvon Basin. 
Whatever people might think of the site, we need a site in the Kimberley if we are to develop the Browse Basin. 
We cannot put that volume of gas and the Carnarvon gas through facilities on the Burrup Peninsula without 
probably putting back development 30 years or of that scale. That may suit some people but it does not suit me. 
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Mr W.R. MARMION: I refer to the fourth dot point on page 151. What benefits will flow to the community 
from CITIC Pacific�s project? 
Mr C.J. BARNETT: This project has been around for a long time. With the very colourful Clive Palmer, it has 
had many openings and announcements, but something is currently happening on the site. I give credit to the 
previous government for the work that it did on this project. It has gone into the early stages of production. 
Ultimately, employment during construction could reach 4 000 jobs, and it could be producing literally billions 
of dollars over the life of the project. For example, it is estimated that it could provide $3.3 billion of royalties to 
the state. Magnetite ore is expensive to crush and develop, as we said before. The advantage of this ore is that the 
ore body is about only 80 kilometres to the south of Karratha, it is a surface deposit, and it is close to where the 
port facility will be developed at Cape Preston. The location and easy mining tend to compensate for the fact that 
it is magnetite ore. It is a bold project and some pretty big work has taken place on the site. It looks as though its 
time has finally come. Because of the nature of most of these big projects, they extend over the life of more than 
one government, and rarely does a project have its origin and completion in the life of one government. As I 
said, I acknowledge the work done under the previous Labor government. I think I began talking to Clive Palmer 
on this project in about 1994 or 1995. Such projects take a long time, but this one looks as though it is finally 
underway. 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: On page 150 the section on major policy decisions refers to project-ready industrial land. 
Can the minister describe what that project is? 
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will ask the director general to comment on some of the work on specific sites. Basically, 
I guess the policy point is that one reason this state has not attracted investment in value adding to the extent we 
all aspire to has been the lack of a purpose-built industrial site where people can simply put in a urea plant, 
chemical plant or whatever it might be, and have land, port, rail, workforce and township and all social and 
economic infrastructure available. The state has lacked that. The other big failing in industrial development is 
that for the past 50 years we have been trying to turn iron ore companies into steel companies and gas producers 
into chemical manufacturers. If we think about it, it is fundamentally flawed. Resource companies do not want to 
go into manufacturing, and they certainly do not want to go into competition with their customers. It has been a 
flawed philosophy. Despite all the great achievements of the 1960s and the 1970s, it has not worked out. 
Whether I am right or wrong, I have reached the conclusion that purpose-built industrial sites are what we need. 
That is the whole basis of the Oakajee project. The LNG precinct in the Kimberly is another example of that. 
However, work is also taking place in Onslow, which I will ask the department to comment on. The Onslow 
work has been slipping under the radar screen a bit, but it is potentially very important to the state.  

[2.40 pm] 

Ms A. Nolan: The heavy use industrial land strategy is intended to progress the targeted industrial estates and 
ensure that they are project ready�sometimes referred to as �plug and play�. The strategy targets reducing 
project time lines, reducing the risk to the taxpayer of stranded infrastructure assets through poor planning and 
enhancing the overall attractiveness of Western Australia as an investment destination. What we are planning to 
do is allocate resources to do some work, particularly at Oakajee, and also at Ashburton north�near Onslow�
and at Kemerton, to progress appropriate zoning for that land, undertake strategic environmental assessment, and 
look at the risks and develop a risk management plan, as well as develop a broad structure plan for each of these 
estates, with statutory approvals in place. We are also looking to clear heritage issues. We will be doing a lot of 
work over a number of years to move forward so that we have a raft of industrial-ready land available for new 
project proponents in Western Australia. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: As an aside, the reason Kemerton has not worked is that it is near the coast but not on the 
coast�it is neither one thing nor the other. That has been a failing of that location. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I refer to page 149, �Appropriations, Expenses and Cash Assets�. Earlier, the minister 
suggested that we ask questions during this division about the $539 million that is in the forward estimates to do 
with the removal of concessions on iron ore royalties. Therefore, I am asking the minister that question now in 
the context of total appropriations, because I assume that some of that iron ore royalties money is included in the 
total appropriations. The minister indicated earlier that he was going to renegotiate the renegotiated agreements. 
My understanding of what the minister said earlier is that he intends to renegotiate agreements with the iron ore 
mining companies on the basis that he will be able to get a better deal and therefore lift the amount of royalty 
income coming into the state above the $539 million that is in the budget. My question is twofold. When does 
the minister expect to achieve agreement with the companies on a renegotiated royalty rate; and when does the 
minister expect to legislate?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: There is only one agreement, and that is the state agreement, if we are talking about the 
major projects. We cannot have a sort of quasi agreement and a real agreement. There is only one agreement. 
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The companies are operating, as they are entitled to, under those agreements. Most of the major agreements go 
back to the 1960s and 1970s. As I have said, the newer projects�since the mid-1990s�have basically been 
paying Mining Act royalty rates. Discussions obviously took place during the time of the previous government, 
and some understandings were reached there. Broadly, I am in favour of that. But I also made the point earlier 
today that I think time has run out on the concessional royalties for the iron ore fines from the original projects in 
the 1960s and 1970s. The companies are aware of my views. When it comes to discussions, we have not gone a 
long way forward on that, but we intend to pursue that. The companies were given that concession because the 
low market value of those iron ore fines meant that they did not have a market. It was an incentive to either 
value-add or find a market for that product. It also in part reflected at that stage that the companies had built all 
the economic and social infrastructure in the towns�hospitals, schools and the like. They are now basically up 
for replacement. However, time has now run out. That is the policy position. How long it will take to reach that, 
I am not sure. I imagine the change will be phased in. There is an incentive for the companies, because they may 
want to modernise some of their agreement acts or combine some of their agreement acts. Invariably when we 
have a policy position there will be something that drops out of the sky that will allow us to implement it, and I 
am sure that is what will happen here. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The minister has factored into the budget�particularly in 2010-11 and 2011-12�that 
amount of $539 million, on which the budget depends. The minister said a moment ago that he expects that 
something will drop out of the sky that will allow him to legislate to put that into the budget. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I did not say �to legislate�.  

Mr M. McGOWAN: My question is: when does the minister expect to legislate to ensure that � 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: No. We do not legislate. We can change an agreement act only by the agreement of the 
parties. We can make a minor amendment, which does not require statutory change, but if we want to make a 
major amendment, which will require an amendment to the act, that can be done only with the agreement of the 
parties. Often an opportunity will be created, because companies want to merge some operations, or one 
company wants to acquire something from another company. There is usually a precedent that creates an 
opportunity. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: There is $500 million-plus in the budget that relies upon that happening. When is that 
going to happen? When is the minister going to achieve an agreement of one sort of another? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I cannot tell the member when an agreement is going to be reached. I am confident that we 
will reach an agreement, and that is something I would anticipate being done over the next year.  

Mr A.J. CARPENTER: Minister � 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: No; members opposite cannot have two questions. 

The CHAIRMAN: Excuse me, minister. As I outlined at the start, if members want to ask a further question, 
they should seek the call for a further question; they should not ask a question directly or by interjection. The 
minister can continue. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will ask the director general to add some information, because she would be familiar 
with the negotiations of the previous government and the situation now. 

Ms A. Nolan: Just to clarify, I am unaware of the $539 million number, so I am not commenting on that, but in 
terms of the process to actually move the companies that are on existing concessional royalties to standard rate 
royalties, there are no estimates available, and it is my understanding that there is no inclusion in the budget 
papers for that transition, because it is just too premature. There is no estimate available, and there is no time 
line, and no phasing-in arrangement has been established,  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: My rough system is about $300 million a year. That is something I calculated about a year 
ago.  

Mr A.J. CARPENTER: Minister, I was actually trying to be helpful. I will make a statement and put a question 
mark at the end of it to turn it into a question. I have listened to what the minister said about how there is only 
one agreement. In saying that, he meant the state agreement. However, that is only one interpretation, or only 
one manifestation, of what an agreement is. There are clear agreements�just to let the minister know, lest 
anyone should be telling him something different�between the state of Western Australia and the then minister 
of Western Australia, and BHP and Rio Tinto, which goes to the phasing out of the concessional royalties for 
fines. It would be unfortunate if any of the remarks that minister was making here today were to inadvertently 
send a signal to those companies that those agreements no longer exist, because they do. There are letters to that 
effect. On the basis of those agreements�which were very hard to come by; it was extremely difficult to get Rio 
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to sign up to them�the Pre-election Financial Projections Statement included an increase in the royalties to 
reflect the phasing out of the concession to the tune of about $500 million in the forward estimates period. That 
is the basis of that figure that the member for Rockingham asked the minister about. So, the minister should not 
let any impression be given to him that the agreements do not exist. They do exist, and that is why those numbers 
were included in the Pre-election Financial Projections Statement. The problem that we are facing potentially is 
that, inadvertently, perhaps, or otherwise, those agreements with Rio and BHP might be allowed to slip and that 
source of revenue, which is in the budget as I understand it�it is in the budget�will be put at risk.  

The CHAIRMAN: I guess the member is asking for a comment on that. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I thank the member for his contribution.  

Mr A.J. CARPENTER: It is a very large amount of money, and it was very hard fought to get it. I think the 
minister was aware of what was going on at the time.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I appreciate those comments. 

Mr A.J. CARPENTER: It was extremely difficult. I suppose we have to ask a question, given the minister�s 
state of knowledge and the state of knowledge of the head of the department, about the robustness of the 
numbers in the budget and about whether that figure, as affected by changes in the value of the iron ore, is going 
to be realised. That is something that we have to make certain does happen to maintain the integrity of the 
budget.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I thought that was a question. 

The CHAIRMAN: It turned into a statement. The member for Mindarie. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: It was a constructive comment. I thank the member.  

Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: I refer to page 151 of the Budget Statements. The final dot point under �Significant Issues 
Impacting the Agency� states that the focus of the government�s overseas office network, which facilitates trade 
and investment, particularly during this economic downturn, will be to closely monitor Western Australia�s key 
trading partner countries and capture opportunities for strategic investment and trade. However, the three per 
cent efficiency dividend cuts $750 000 from the trading offices. How can the objectives be reconciled with 
removing $750 000 from these offices? 

[2.50 pm] 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I think that point was raised implicitly earlier. There have been some savings. The state is 
fortunate in having some very energetic and competent representatives in key markets. They do a good job. I met 
with them as a group only a few days ago. I knew most of them. I was very impressed with them. I do not think 
our cuts will affect our representation overseas in any material way. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: A little while ago the minister said that his estimate was that an additional $300 million a 
year would come into the budget following from renegotiation of iron ore contracts. 

The CHAIRMAN: I understand the member is going back to a different line item, so this is not actually a 
further question. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The member for Mindarie jumped in on me. I have another question. 

The CHAIRMAN: I will not debate the order. I have written the names on the list in the order that members 
have sought the call. If this is not a further question relating to the question of the member for Mindarie, the call 
now goes to the member for Geraldton.  

Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: I refer to the third dot point on page 151 of the Budget Statements. What work is being 
undertaken by the Department of State Development to improve approval settings to enhance the state�s 
competitiveness in attracting investment? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: This is a very important issue. There is no doubt that Western Australia had got itself into 
a position in which there was an enormous backlog of approvals. The first thing that this government did was 
simply adopt a philosophy of making decisions. That sounds a bit trite, but it actually works. If decisions are 
made, we move forward. The LNG precinct, the approvals of the Gindalbie-Karara project near the member�s 
electorate and several other projects are symptomatic of people just banging heads together, reaching 
conclusions and making decisions. We need to keep doing that, but beyond that there is a need for systematic 
improvement to the approvals process. I chair a ministerial group that involves the environment, mines, planning 
and transport portfolios. We are looking at bringing in a piece of omnibus legislation that will deal with a 
number of fairly simple amendments to free up some of the legislation and make the approvals process better. 
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Beyond that, there will be some more substantial legislative change in a range of areas. Members can expect 
some changes in the environmental, mining and perhaps also planning legislation, and perhaps in the division of 
responsibility between state and local governments. It is not just mining; we are also looking at commercial 
property land development. 

What is being considered in the environmental area will not lower environmental standards. In fact, what is 
being proposed will raise environmental standards and provide a clearer and more accountable process. Members 
can expect to see some administrative changes. They are being done now, and some of the backlog has been 
cleared. They can also expect to see some fairly minor legislative changes introduced, followed by some more 
substantial changes. As members know, Hon Norman Moore has had a group in the mining industry prepare a 
document that I imagine will be released publicly at some stage soon, making some very clear recommendations, 
and also, interestingly, including a series of case studies. The case studies are instructive of just how difficult and 
slow it has been. I do not want to talk too long on the issue, but it is important that we put in effort, whether it be 
in environmental or planning issues, into what really matters. At the moment, a lot of effort both in the private 
sector and in the government is devoted to arguing or going through processes for relatively minor matters. We 
need to put the environmental effort into the big environmental issues, and not use all the resources of the 
department and the private sector on relatively small environmental issues. The same can be said of Aboriginal 
heritage and other areas. Watch this space, I guess. There will be material before Parliament soon. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: I refer to earlier discussions about the ending of concessional royalties under state agreement 
acts. The Pre-election Financial Projections Statement states that there was a $539 million upward revision to 
expected royalty income � 

following agreement with the major iron ore producers to remove the concession on royalties payable 
on new projects/production subject to State Agreement Acts. 

Does the minister agree that, as the budget papers show no change to that, this matter is still included in the 
budget and the forward estimates? What has the minister done to carry forward the implementation of this 
agreement with major iron ore producers to remove the concession on royalties payable on new projects and 
production subject to state agreement acts? Is there not a $539 million black hole�another Barnett budget black 
hole � 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Here we go, another budget black hole. The Leader of the Opposition needs a new speech. 
He was doing this speech in 2001. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: Is there not a budget black hole if the minister fails to take this agreement through to its 
conclusion? I hope the minister is not going to let these companies off the hook. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will not answer that question, because it has already been discussed. The Leader of the 
Opposition was not in the chamber. The former Premier gave � 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: I have been listening to the minister�s answers and he � 

The CHAIRMAN: Order, member for Belmont. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The former Premier gave a very clear explanation of this issue. 

The CHAIRMAN: Order! Member for Belmont, what you failed to do with that question was outline the line 
and the page number you were referring to, so it is up to the discretion of the minister whether to answer that 
question. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: Point of order, Mr Chairman. Given that the matter has previously been discussed, I assumed 
that questions on this matter were relevant. 

The CHAIRMAN: Then I assume that, at the time we were dealing with that particular line item and page, it 
would have been asked as a further question. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: I refer to page 149. 

The CHAIRMAN: I will move on. The member for Riverton has a question. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: It is not right for the minister to refuse to discuss a $500 million black hole in the budget. It is 
not right for the minister to be unaccountable. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: We just spent 10 minutes on it; the member was not here. 

Several members interjected. 

The CHAIRMAN: I call the member for Rockingham for the first time. 
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Mr E.S. RIPPER: The minister should answer the question, Mr Chairman. 

The CHAIRMAN: I call the member for Belmont for the first time. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: He is not being accountable on this issue�a $500 million black hole and he will not answer. 

The CHAIRMAN: I call the member for Belmont for the second time. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: We had a 10-minute discussion on it and the Leader of the Opposition was not here. 

The CHAIRMAN: The minister and the member for Belmont! The member for Riverton has the call. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: So you are not going to allow a further question on that point. 

The CHAIRMAN: No, I will not, and I will not debate it either. The member for Riverton. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: This state has the potential for a large range of LNG projects. One of the issues is that most 
of them are offshore, and therefore royalty revenues will flow largely to the commonwealth. The state will be 
required to build a lot of infrastructure related to those projects. There will be an imbalance between revenue and 
infrastructure. How will this be dealt with going forward? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I would expect that the commonwealth would contribute, and it has made some 
commitments about Gorgon�$100 million or so. I expect that there will be some commonwealth contribution to 
the infrastructure as we go down the path. Interestingly, the Scott Reef project is above the high-water mark, and 
legislation in the 1970s on the ownership of resources and the international limit of Australia�s jurisdiction 
clearly identifies Scott Reef as being owned by Western Australia. In broad terms, that natural gas resource is 
about one-third Western Australian and two-thirds commonwealth. We will actually derive a royalty or resource 
rent tax out of the negotiated income from that deposit but not from the others, although I expect that there will 
be some negotiations with the commonwealth. The member is right�most of the financial benefits of these 
projects will flow to the commonwealth. We could have another commonwealth-state argument, but I think 
every now and again we need to elevate and realise that this is good for Australia. That is the position that I have 
put to the Prime Minister. We may need assistance with some of the infrastructure, but we will not hold these 
projects back by getting caught up in a state versus commonwealth debate. We will do this for Australia.  

[3.00 pm] 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Why will the minister not answer the question related to total appropriations on page 149? 
The director general indicated that she is unaware of whether there is any money in the budget for this, but the 
minister said that there is. Is there money in the budget based on the fact that these agreements have not been 
renegotiated?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: If the member had listened to what the member for Willagee, a former Premier, said �  

Mr M. McGOWAN: That is not what I said.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The member should show some courtesy. He really has to work on his manners. The 
comments made by the Leader of the Opposition indicated it is already in the budget and he put it there. 

The appropriation was recommended.  
 


